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ATTORNEY GENERALS OFFICE, TRIPOLI, LIBYA AT l000 HRS SA TURDAY 
30/10/99 

1 6 ~  FORMAL SESSION IN THE PRESENCE OF DR YOUSEF MASOUD MOHAMED. 

--i 

1. PERSONS PRESENT 

. . 
1. Dr Yousef Mohamed Souf Judge 
2. Mr Mohamed Mohamed El Morini Prosecutors at the Prosecutor General's Office 
3. Mr Ali Ammar Abdalla Clerk 
4. Dr Ahmed Karkoub Lawver I lnter~reter 
5. DCS Tom McCulloch ~ ~ .- ~ 

6. DSU Tom Gordon 
7. OS Gillan 
8. Mr Magdy Abbas 
9. Djelloul Hamaz 

s.1.0 
D.S.I.0 
Scottisti Police 
lnterpreter (English) 
Interpreter (English 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Dr Yousef opened the session by advising that the witness Enedin AI Hinshiri was available for 
interview during this session. The Judge then advised that because he was a Minister he would 
have to treat him a little differently. Mr McCulloch reminded the Judge that this witness would 
require to be formally cautioned. 

3. The interview commenced with the witness being untiappy with his chair and changing places 
with Dr Ahmed Karkoub. 

He provided his particulars to the Cwrt as Enedin Mohamed Faraj AI Hinshiri, born 1951 at 
Tarhuna, Libya. He gave his occupation as an Engineer and his address as Ain Zara, 
Tripoli. He was asked about his 1.0. when he explained he had left it in the car but would 
bring it in later. 

B At 1002 hours he took the Oath and was formally cautioned by the Judge 

4. He advised that he was married and had about 7 children. 

5. He advised that he had been educated in different areas of Libya and graduated from the 
Faculty of Engineering in Tripoli in 1975176. 

6. He advised that he was currently an Engineer and Secretary of the General Peoples 
Committee for Transport and that he was employed by the Ministry of Transport. He was 
asked if he had ever been a member of the External Security and Intelligence Service of 
Libya or undertaken work on their behaif. 

He confirmed that he had been commissioned to work for the External Security and 
Intelligence Service of Libya on security administration in the past. He was asked if it was an 
attachment or membership when he advised that it was an attachment in his capacity as an 
engineer. The timescale involved was between the end of 1983 and mid 1987. He was 
asked to describe the nature of the work and who was his immediate supervisor. When he 
advised the work was to carry out what he had been commissioned to do within the Law of 
Libya and what he had been doing was within the Law. The person responsible for his work 
was lbrahim Al Bishari. He was asked if this involved his engineering skills and he replied 



just as ancillary skills, it was a long time ago and he advised he could no divulge any 
information. 

7. Question 7 was not developed. 

8. When asked how long he had held the position of Minister, he advised for about 10 years. 
He broke down the sessions as between 1989 1 1990, 1990 1 1991, 1992 1 1993, and 1994 1 
present. 

9. He advised that between 1980 and 1983 he had been an engineer io charge of the Peoples 
Committee. Affer this he was assigned to the job already referred to under the auspices of 
the External Security and lntelligence Service of Libya. In 1987 to March 1988, he was 
Secretary of the Municipality of Tripoli. In 1988 he became Minister of Justice until 1990. 
From 1990 onwards he became Minister of Transport. He advised that the place of these 
various periods of employment was Tripoli. As far as the work for the External Security and 
Intelligence Sewice of Libya is concerned, when pressed he advised it was purely technical 
to do with broadcasting and that there were publications available in Libya with regard to 

i 
what his responsibilities were to Ministerial matters. 

10. He confirmed he held a current Libyan Diplomatic Passport in his own name Ezzedin 
Mohamed AI Hinshiri. 

11. When asked about previous passports he advised that he did have previous passports which 
had expired. He advised that he had never had a passport lost or stolen. When questioned 
regarding special passports specifically relating to work for the External Security and 
lntelligence Service of Libya he advised that he used a diplomatic passport when travelling as 
a special envoy. The question was put to him again about work for the External Security and 
Intelligence Service of Libya and whether or not they had the right to issue a passport for 
thew specific purpose. He responded by advising that passports can only be issued by the 
passport office. He would not elaborate further on the work for the External Security and 
lntelligence Service of Libya except to say that how could they do that as they are the same 
as every other Security Service. He was asked specifically while working for the External 
Security and Intelligence Service of Libya had he been issued with a passport in another 
name. He responded by advising the nature of the job was confidential and he could not 
disclose any information. He was further questioned with regard to the Passport Agency and 
he was asked if any enquiry was made with the Passport Agency would they have a record of 
the passport issued to him at the time he was commissioned to do this work. He responded 
by saying that the question should be directed to the Passport Office. 

As far as Visas are concerned he advised that he had visited many countries in fact he 
advised the court that he had travelled the world except Israel. When asked to be more 
specific in respect of Switzerland for example he advised they had made several visits 
between 1980 and 1991. He was asked specifically about Malta, Uwguay, Paraguay, East 
Germany and Brazil when he confirmed he had never visited these countries. He was 
asked about Czechoslovakia when he confirmed he had been there in 1976 when he had 
been Deputy Head of the Students Union and travelled in that capacity. It transpired at the 
end of these questions he had not quite travelled as far as he had thought. 

12. When asked to produce passports for inspection he referred this question to the Passport 
Agency. 

13. When asked if he had ever used other names while travelling abroad he advised he had 
answered this question. He was asked if the nature of the job might require to use a 
passport in another name. He responded by asking if the Police had a specific topic. He 
was advised that the period of time was between 1980 and f991 which was some years ago, 
and again asked if he had used any other name while travelling abroad. He responded that 



he had answered the question and suggested that if the Police had any other name they 
thought he had used this should be advised to him. He was asked if he would be prepared 
to answer the question Yes or No, when he advised that he had already answered the 
question. He concluded that by suggesting that any such~questions should be put to the 
Passport Agency. 

14. As far as any visits to Switzerland were concerned he was asked when and where they had 
been made. He advised that these were between 1980 and 1991. .Some were family visits 
and some were for medical treatment and others were on his own for work purposes or on 
special assignments. 
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15. As far as residence in Switzerland was concerned he resided in hotels booked either by 
himself or through the Libyan Peoples Bureau if he was on business. He did advised that 
registration at hotels that he used in Switrerland was in his own name. When asked if he 
could recall any specific hotels he advised that he had used the Intercontinental Hotel, the 
Hilton in Geneva, and Airport Hotels while in transit. 

16. Wth regard to ABH he advised that he did know of this company, he was asked if he had any 
business dealings with the company or was he a partner in the company. He advised he 
had no relationships as a partner, but because it is known that it is owned by a Libyan El 
Badri Ali Ben Hassan and that he is related by marriage he knows of the company. He 
referred to the needs of Libya for aviation parts and that this company was involved in 
dealings for this purpose, and that that is the only knowledge he has. He was asked about 
any connections with the Libyan Government and ABH and he advised that as far as he was 
concerned it was only for business in connection with Libyan interests as previously 
described. He was asked about any other partners in the company, and he advised he only 
knew of El Badri Ali Ben Hassan since they were related. 

17. When asked if he knew of a company called MEBO he advised of course he did know of this 
company with which he had dealings for telephone parts for Libya. He advised that these 
dealings were with both Bollier and Meister who were representatives of the company. He 
did not know anything more about the structure of the company however confirmed his 
dealings commenced about 1975 1 1976 with his company in respect of telecommunications. 
He was asked if he had been dealing with this company while engaged by the Extemal 
Security and Intelligence Service of Libya when he confirmed he had been dealing with them 
for telecom equipment for vehicles. He was asked who was involved in these negotiations 
while he was attached to the External Security and Intelligence Service of Libya. He 
confirmed another engineer had accompanied him in 1984 and 1985, and possibly into 1986. 
He was asked if he could specifically name this individual, he advised the person assisting 
him with Said Rashid. He was asked where these dealings with MEBO had taken place 
when he advised this was in Libya. 

,He was advised thls company produced electronic timers and there was ev~dence to suggest 
he was involved in the ~lirchase or awuisition of MST13 electronic timers from MEBO. He 
advised that in 1985 thdre was a war inthe south of the country with Chad and the engineer 
Said Rashid and he were tasked by the head of the department Extemal Security and 3 

&:~ W .- Intelligence Service of Libya to acquire timers for the Armed Forces. Through previous 
.~-. 
:?:dealings with Bollier he advised that he and Rashid had asked him if he could make this 

*.3quipment available. He was asked what equipment this was and he advised it was 
:equipment used by the Armed Forces. He further advised they had placed the order with 
Bollier who produced the samples. Thereafter a number of these items were purchased and 
assembled and handed over to the head of the Service to deliver to the Armed Forces. He 
dvised that he had been assigned to make the equipme+available to the Armed Forces. It 
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electronic timers previously referred to. He replied that as far as he was coricernete was 
not asked to make available any specific kind of timer (relating to MST13) but was aware that 



it was for use by the Army. He was asked what the equipment was that was provided and 
he replied telecom equipment amongst which were timers but he could not be specific as to 
what they were called. He was asked to confirm if his role was to obtain equipment asked 
for and whether or not he was involved with the discussion with MEBO about the 
specification. The Judge interjected and advised that the witness had answered the 
question pointing out there was a variety of items provided amongst which were timers, the 
specific type of which he could not specify. 

1215 hours the Judge reminded Ezzedin Mohamed Al Hinshiri that he was still under caution. 

Mr McCulloch asked for more detail on the issue of.specificatimn. Hinshiri responded by 
saying that Bollier gave him a group of timers and afler that he gave them to the Armed 
Forces. He was asked how many timers he had been given and he responded by advising 
that he had been aiven a batch of samoles but did not know how manv. He was aaain 
asked& be specifiz about how many timkrs he received from Bollier and k e n  and where he 
dsived the&:'-He s'divfsed that h.i had d i v e d  about 29 in 1985 and deliverv had taken 
p l z k  k~r/Gli. H; was asked - .. .. if the 29timers .. ... - supplied were in housings and hereplied that 
he could not pmember. H e w  then asked if he could remember anything about their colour 
or markings.' He again replied that he did not remember. He further advised that he passed 
them to the management who thereafter handed them over to the Army. He was asked if 
could explain why the Army did not deal direct with this company and he advised that the 
External Security and Intelligence Service of Libya had already been dealing with Bollier. 

He.was asked who was responsible for contacting MEBO with regard to the timers and he 
replied that he had done so on behalf of the Army. When asked how oflen he had met with 
the partners in MEBO he answered only once or twice, when the order was made and the 
timers were delivered. He suggested this was about l985 1 1986. When asked about the 
technical specification he advised that it was long term timers that were required. When 
asked for further clarifiition in respect of long term timers he replied one month or two 
months. When asked who was responsible for setting the configuration or specification for 
these timers he advised it had been the Army. He confirmed the order had been made on 
the instructions of the Head of the External Security and Intelligence Service of Libya. . He-;. 
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&~~&i~~papedkoQ'.~&~@&~oIved. When asked about the reason for this 
order he again referred to the War with Chad and the requirements of the Libyan Army. 
When asked about who they had been acting for when they had placed this order he advised 
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it had been the Head of the External Security and Intelligence Service of Libya on behalf of 
the Libyan Army. 

>. 

H$,~s;ali+ 1 he. w u l d  fu?her,:$.arify when, exactly the timers were delivered and he 
s"ugbkited 1985; possibly the end of 1985 the beginning of 1986. He was asked if there had 
on& been 29 samples or were there any other timers to which he could not provide any 
further information. He also advised that no other person had been present when Bollier 
handed these timers over. When asked if any of these timers still existed he advised he had 
no knowledge as he had given them to the Head of the Department. As far as any tests on 
these timers were concerned he advised he had no specific knowledge. 

When asked about Rashid he advised this was Said Rashid whom he described as a brother 
and colleague, as they studied at University together. He also advised they had family 
relationships. He was asked if it was Said Rashid who commissioned him for the special 
role with the External Security and lntelligence Service of Libya and he advised that it was 
not as they were merely colleagues. He was asked what role Rashid had played in respect 
of the timers. He advised that they were both present during the dealings with Bollier as they 
had been assigned to the task and that was the end of it. When asked if Bollier had been 
requested to provide more timers. He confirmed this was the case but not at the time the 
initial 29 were delivered. He advised this was in 1988 with regard to mines left over from the 



War with Chad. He advised he had asked Bollier for more timers which he understood were 
to be used for this purpose. He advised that Bollier brought to Libya 40 additional timers but 
these were of a commercial variety and not of the type required. He also advised that 
these timers could be bought from anyone. He also advised that he returned them as they 
were unsuitable. None of these timers were ever used. He was asked if he had contacted 
Bollier direct or if this contact had been made through a third party. He advised that it was 
first hand in direct conversation with Bollier while he was in Libya. He was asked if Bollier 
required any special papework and to bring these items through .Custom control and he 
advised that this question would require to be referred to the appropriate authority, namely 
Customs Department. 

, . 
18. When advised of evidence concerning his instruction'that 13 timers were to be delivered to 

the Libyan Embassy in East Berlin to an official named Mustapha in 1985 he advised that this 
did not happen, nor did he know anyone in East Berlin called Mustapha. He confirmed that 
no such arrangement had been made with Bollier. He was advised that evidence had been 
given to the effect that there was a person Mustapha employed at the LPB in Berlin in 1985. 
He was provided with his physical description and asked if he knew him. He advised that he 
did not know of Mustapha or any such direction being given to Bollier. 

19. He was asked what association if any, he had with Abdelbaset Ali Mohamed AI Megrahi. He 
confirmed he did know Megrahi who worked for Libyan Arab Airlines. He also advised that as 
far as he could recall in 1970 they both went to England for training before returning to Libya. 
He was asked if Abdelbaset Ali Mohamed AI Megrahi was a member of the External Security 
and lntelfigence Service of Libya. He advised that as far as he was aware he was not a 
member but however he felt that he had been used by the External Security and lntelligence 
Service of Libya for training purposes in connection with aircraft. He was asked when 
AWelbaset Ali Mohamed AI Megrahi worked for External Security and lntelligence Service of 
Libya and he advised this was in 1985 1 1986 although he did not know exactly, however it .,, ' 
was connected with airline safety and security. It was suggested to him th~s occurred at the" 
same time as he had been involved with the External Security and lntelligence s e w i d o f  
Libya and he was asked if he had any professional involvement with Megrahi du rd the i r  
time of attachment to the External Security and lntelligence Service of Libya. He a8;lsed this 
was not the case, however they could have bumped into each other w 4 d  having any 
specific involvement. He was asked if Megrahi was involved with the company ABH when 
he advised he had no knowledge. He was asked who Megrahi's employer was i n  1985 and 
he confirmed it was Libyan Arab Airlines. He was not aware of any relationship between 
Megrahi and MEBO. He was aware that Megrahi and El Badri Ali Ben Hassan both worked 
for Libyan Arab Airlines and that Hassan was a member of the Peoples Committee. He was 
not aware whether or not there was relationship between Megrahi and Edwin Bollier. He did 
refer to his own discussions with Megrahi about debts owed to MEBO. When asked what 
these debts related to he advised it was for equipment for Arab Broadcasting, and that 
Megrahi had been asking him to speak to officials to arrange to dear the debts. He was 
unsure of the exact date but suggested this was between 1986 and 1988. He was advised 
during this time he was working for the External Security and Intelligence Service of Libya 
and Megrahi was involved with the Libyan Arab Airlines and on that basis why should 
Megrahi become involved in broadcasting issues. He was unable to develop this, indicating 
he was not sure about the date and didn'tknow what the involvement was. He was asked 
why Megrahi had spoken to him about these debts and he advised that he had merely been 
seeking assistance. 

He was asked about Megrahi's relationship with Meister and Lumpert and he was unable to 
explain any relationship. When asked about Megrahi's relationship with AI Amin Khaliia 
Fhimah he advised that both worked for the Airline. He was asked if Megrahi had used any 
other name to obtain a passport and he advised that he did not know. He was asked if he 
had ever travelled to another country with Megrahi and if so where. He confirmed he had 



travelled with Megrahi on committee business suggesting Yugoslavia in 19861 1987. He also 
referred to the earlier visit in 1970 to the UK. 

20. When asked about his relationship with AI Amin Khalifa Fhimah he advised that he did not 
know him only that he worked for Libyan Arab Airlines. He was asked if Fhimah had ever 
worked for External Security and Intelligence Service of Libya and he advised he did not 
know. 

21. He was asked about his relationship with El Badri Ali Ben Hassan. He advised that he knew 
Badri through marriage and via the Libyan Arab Airlines which was part of the Ministry of 
Transport. He also advised he had tried to help him through his compatiy. He also advised 
that Hassan had been an adviser for the CAA but had not been a member of the External 
Security and Intelligence Service of Libya. He was asked if he requested the order of a 
further 40 timers from Bollier via El Badri Ali Ben Hassan. He denied this was the case. He 
was asked if during December 1988 El Badri Ali Ben Hassan had sent a suitcase to him for 
delivery to another person which he also denied. 

22. He was asked about any discussions he had with Erwin Meister and he advised that he only 
remembered discussions with Bollier although Meister may have been with him from time to 
time. He did advise that as far as the timers were concerned these discussions had taken 
place with Bollier and not Meister. 

23. When asked about the setting up of a circuit board factory in Libya he denied having any 
knowledge. 

24. The details of this question have been previously answered. 

25. The details of this question have been previously answered. 

26. As far as the Olympus timers were concerned when Hinshiri was advised that evidence 
existed that he had retained the Olympus timers after Bollier left the office. He was asked 
what had happened to them before they were returned and to identify any other person who 
had access to them. He advised that when Bollier brought the 40 timers they were very 
expensive and he was asked to return them. He indicated that Bollier took the 40 timers and 
left. He advised that nobody had looked at them and nobody dse had accwsto them as 
they were far too expensive. He advised that they were put into an envelope and returned to 
Bollier who took them with him the same day as he was due to travel back the following day. 
He was asked if the timers were left with him and outwiVI the control of Bollier at any time 
when he advised that they had been locked up and no one had access to them. He was 
asked if they had been left with him outwith Bollier's presence when he advised they would 
be kept with him until Bollier had been due to travel with them. He was asked if any other 
person inspected the timers and he advised that they hadn't. 

27. He was asked if he had any knowledge about the attack on Pan American 103 on 21 
December 1988, or any persons involved, when he advised that he did not, and that his only 
knowledge had been via the media. 

28. When asked if he would be willing to attend a Court Hearing in the Netherlands he advised 
that it depended on the circumstances as he would be quite happy to provide evidence to 
ensure justice was done however this would depend on whether or not he was available. 

The interview was concluded at 1430 hours. 


